
2017 Consumer Loan Marketplace Lending Year in Review and 2018 Outlook

2017 was a notable year in the consumer loan marketplace lending (MPL) space in many respects; 
consumer loan volume and ABS issuance reached record levels while ABS spreads tightened as investors 
and rating agencies were increasingly more comfortable with transaction structures, asset performance, 

underwriting and operations. Limited performance data continues to be a major risk identified by KBRA in 
many MPL securitizations, however asset performance largely remains in line with expectations and transaction 
structures have built or maintained credit enhancement which have supported affirmations or upgrades on 
KBRA’s ratings of consumer loan MPL ABS. 2018 will be another big year for the consumer loan MPL industry 
as the competitive environment intensifies,loan volume increases and the regulatory environment is expected 
to improve for lenders. Below is a list of key themes KBRA expects for 2018.

2018 Outlook
•  There may be moderate increases in year over year vintage loss rates across the same cohorts given the current 

consumer credit environments; however, KBRA believes credit risk remains well- placed, particularly given 
the amount of credit enhancement, deal structures that delever quickly, and the relatively short duration of 
the ABS.

•  Loan volume will increase as established players continue to build scale and newer platforms increase 
marketing efforts and establish a presence. Increased competition from other large technology companies, 
banks and traditional finance companies in 2018 and beyond will also present challenges to existing MPLs. 
The industry will see acquisitions and/or partnerships with banks and other companies to enter new markets/
products, reduce customer acquisition costs and leverage their technological capabilities. KBRA also expects 
that MPL platforms will take advantage of the opportunity to cross-sell beyond debt consolidation and 
unsecured consumer loans and into revolving credit cards, retail installment, and point of sale products.

•  Securitization volume will also likely increase as platform-sponsored securitizations continue to become the 
norm and whole loan buyers use these programs as long term funding options.

•  KBRA expects upward ratings trends of new issue and outstanding ratings as additional loan performance 
becomes available, companies develop an operational track record, and credit enhancement builds in 
outstanding ABS.

•  KBRA expects that the regulatory environment will improve for MPLs, as evidenced by a potential weakening 
of the CFPB and the current presidential administration’s focus on reducing regulations applicable to 
consumer lenders. On the other hand, individual states or courts may become more proactive at protecting 
in-state consumers and contesting efforts to export usury laws. 

•  KBRA expects that companies will start using block chain technology to strengthen operational controls and 
improve cybersecurity.

Consumer Loan Marketplace Origination Volume and Securitization Issuance
Total consumer loan MPL ABS issuance topped $7.8 billion in 2017, up from $4.6 billion in 2016, a year over year 
increase of 71%. Consumer loan volume for most platforms included in Kroll Bond Rating Agency’s (KBRA) 
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analysis is above their 2016 levels. In 2017, 21 consumer loan MPL securitizations were completed and 100% of 
them were rated as demonstrated in Figure 1. This compares to 19 in 2016, 12 (63%) of which were rated. Since 
2016, KBRA has rated every consumer loan MPL ABS that carried a rating and was the top rating agency in terms 
of market share and rated bond amount. The growth in loan and securitization volume can be attributed to: i) 
certain larger platforms moving from a peer-to-peer funding model to one supported by institutional investors 
and/or warehouse financings; ii) the increased number of ABS investors in the space; iii) tighter ABS spreads 
as investors and rating agencies are increasingly comfortable with transaction structures, asset performance, 
underwriting and operations; and iv) the shift from investor-led securitizations to platform-sponsored 
securitizations. With respect to the shift toward more platform-sponsored securitizations, as KBRA noted in 
its Consumer Loan MPL ABS Q3 Update, a platform sponsored approach gives a platform more control of the 
process (e.g. collateral consistency, credit enhancement levels, ratings, and timing and frequency of issuance) 
and allows whole loan investors an option for longer term financing by selling loans into the securitizations. 

LendingClub and Prosper were pioneers in the MPL space and in Q1 2014 were the only platforms with 
significant volume. As shown in Figure 2, between Q1 2014 – Q1 2016, originations from LendingClub’s 
platform grew from $791 million to a peak of $2.75 billion, quarterly, and far exceeded any other competitor 
in the space.  From Q1 2014 – Q4 2016 LendingClub exceeded the total volume from all other platforms in 
the industry in 10 of the 12 quarters. Total online consumer loan originations reached their peak in Q1 2016, 
driven by growth on the Prosper, SoFi, Avant and Marlette platforms. Volume dropped in 2016 after certain 
platforms experienced higher than expected losses and Moody’s abruptly and materially increased projected 
losses on an MPL platform only two months after rating a transaction. Volume declined again in Q2 2016 
following the internal investigation and resignation of LendingClub’s CEO. Originations began to increase 
again in Q3 2016. SoFi increased loan volume significantly from $480 million in Q2 2016 to $1.4 billion in Q3 
2017. While data for Goldman Sach’s online consumer loan platform, Marcus, is limited and not included in 
the chart below, the company announced in September 2017 that it exceeded $1 billion in loan originations. 
Based on KBRA’s analysis, Marcus exceeded this milestone in less than 12 months, faster than any U.S. online 
consumer loan platform to date. 

https://www.krollbondratings.com/show_report/7638
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Figure 3 shows that SoFi led the way in 2017 in terms of number of ABS deals and total securitization volume, 
having completed six securitizations for $3.2 billion in total notes. In November 2017 SoFi completed the 
largest online consumer loan securitization to date. The SCLP 2017-6 Class A notes carried a KBRA rating of 
AA+ (sf). SoFi announced in a press release following this securitization that the $727 million SCLP 2017-6 
notes was SoFi’s largest offering of securities backed by consumer loans, investor demand was strong with over 
$2.2 billion of orders, and 39 investors participated in the deal, including five new institutions. Other MPLs 
reported similarly strong investor demand for their rated bonds. Prosper completed three securitizations 
totaling $1.5 billion under their PMIT program, followed by four deals from LendingClub’s prime and near 
prime shelves totaling $1.2 billion and three deals from Marlette’s MFT shelf totaling $919 million.
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Platform Comparison
Figure 4 summarizes platform specific characteristics and highlights the various origination volumes, lending 
license arrangements, servicing strategies and funding sources. LendingClub is the largest online consumer 
loan platform with over $31 billion in loan volume from inception through Q3 2017, three times that of the 
next largest platform, and $2.4 billion originated through its platform in  Q3 2017. While loan volume is the 
highest, securitization volume has been lower than some of its competitors as it only recently established its 
platform-sponsored CLUB securitization program and has multiple funding sources for loans originated on 
the platform. KBRA expects higher volume from CLUB securitizations in 2018. SoFi has the second highest 
aggregate loan volume from inception to Q3 2017 at $8.1 billion with $1.4 billion originated through its 
platform in Q3 2017. While Prosper is the oldest platform, established in 2005, it has the third highest loan 
volume since inception, but the second highest 2017 volume through Q3. 

Servicing and backup servicing strategies vary by platform. For example, SoFi and Avant service 100% of their 
loans in-house, while Marlette outsources 100% of servicing operations to Systems & Services Technologies, Inc. 
(SST). LendingClub, Prosper and Upstart service loans until a certain number of days past due then outsource 
later stage collections to third parties. Wilmington Trust is the named back-up servicer on LendingClub, Avant 
and Upstart securitizations, while day to day back-up and sub-serving functions are provided by SST, PFSC 
and First Associates.

All MPL platforms with securitizations rated by KBRA, except for SoFi, originate loans through third party 
funding banks. SoFi is the only platform that uses state lending licenses to originate loans.  

Figure 4: Platform Comparison

Figure 5 summarizes each platform’s most recent KBRA-rated securitization and highlights the differences in 
credit quality, loan balances, interest rates and loan term for each platform. 

•  SoFi’s SCLP program has the highest credit quality (based on FICO and KBRA’s expected loss rate), lowest 
borrower interest rate and excess spread and longest loan term. KBRA rated the Class A notes for SCLP 
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2017-4, SCLP 2017-5 and SCLP 2017-6 AA+ (sf), the highest rating among the U.S. online consumer loan 
MPL peer group.

•  Marlette’s MFT program has similarly high quality collateral compared to SCLP based on FICO and KBRA’s 
expected loss rate. Compared to SoFi, loans originated on the Marlette platform have lower loan balances, 
higher interest rates and excess spread, and shorter loan term. KBRA’s highest rating on the class A Note was 
AA (sf).

•  Prosper’s PMIT and LendingClub’s CLUB-P securitization programs are similar in many respects, including 
with respect to loan balance, interest rate, and borrower quality based on average FICO score and KBRA’s 
loss expectation. The average loan balance for CLUB 2017-P2 is $16,681 compared to $12,644 for PMIT 
2017-3.

•  Avant’s AVNT and LendingClub’s CLUB-NP programs target lower credit quality borrowers and adjust loan 
balance, interest rate and loan term accordingly. Gross excess spread is 22% and 24%, respectively, and 
KBRA’s expected loss rate was 17.7% and 21.0%, respectively, for their most recent securitizations.

Figure 5: Peer Comparison 

Securitization Performance
MPL loan performance is platform dependent and varies by borrower credit profiles. However, delinquencies 
and losses are showing an increasing year over year trend. KBRA believes this is a function of certain platforms 
not having fully refined their credit models and overall softening in consumer credit (as seen in other consumer 
asset classes). Although delinquencies and charge-offs have increased, platforms have responded by increasing 
interest rates, tightening underwriting standards by declining lower credit grades, shifting origination volume 
towards shorter term loans and further refining scorecards. For example, Prosper improved its underwriting 
by implementing their PMI-7 credit model and switching to Transunion credit bureau data to make use of 
trended data that incorporates several years of account history so it can review consumer behavior over time. 
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Accuracy of credit scoring models, fraud prevention and loan stacking identification continue to be top risk 
management priorities in 2018.  

Several ABS performance triggers were breached in 2015 and 2016, resulting in concern over collateral 
performance. Trigger breaches generally protect investors against deteriorating asset performance by capturing 
additional credit enhancement; however, overly tight triggers can cause reinvestment risk for investors and 
headline risk for the platform. There were fewer trigger breaches in 2017 even though losses increased for 
many platforms. This was partially due to trigger levels being set higher than in previous deals and at multiples 
wider than expectations. Avant 2016-A and Avant 2016-B exceeded their CNL triggers in March 2017 (period 
14) and May 2017 (period 13) collection period, respectively, resulting in an amortization event and excess 
cash being used to pay down the most senior notes. Based on the delevering of the transaction and additional 
build in credit enhancement, KBRA upgraded both outstanding classes of 2016-A notes and upgraded and 
affirmed the outstanding 2016-B notes.

Limited performance data has been a major risk identified by KBRA in many MPL securitizations. With another 
12 months passing in 2017, KBRA and investors are now able to improve loss forecasting. Many 36 month loans 
now have several vintages that have completed their loan life cycle. However, many of the longer term loans (60 
and 84 month loans) still need further seasoning to complete their full loan terms. However, these loan products 
still do not have performance data through a significant economic downturn and therefore should continue to 
be treated with conservative loss forecasting despite the availability of more performance data. 

An active storm season saw two hurricanes hitting the U.S. mainland in August 2017. This resulted in a greater 
number of borrowers receiving temporary payment relief through extensions. While extensions spiked in 
September, they returned to normal levels in October and November. 2018 performance will show whether 
the storms resulted in incremental losses above expectations or just a shift in the timing of overall losses. 
Following the storms several platforms removed loans from hurricane-affected areas until longer term credit 
performance could be determined. If the MPL platforms left these loans in the securitization pool, KBRA 
increased base case loss assumptions to compensate for this increased risk.

Figures 6-9 show the cumulative net loss rates for all consumer loan MPL securitizations rated by KBRA. 
Performance varies by platform and is a function of the consumer credit quality, maturation and accuracy 
of the platform’s credit scoring and underwriting models, competitive pressures, platform risk tolerance and 
growth strategies and general economic conditions.

https://www.krollbondratings.com/show_report/7416
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Securitization Structures and Rating Trends
ABS deal structures have so far been relatively uniform, consisting of static collateral pools that allow the 
securitization to quickly delever. There have not yet been any 144A consumer MPL transactions including 
revolving structures. Credit enhancement has consisted of excess spread, reserve accounts, subordination and 
initial overcollateralization that builds to a target level.

Given the variety of unique and layered risks related to the online unsecured consumer loan products and the 
limited performance history of the assets and platform operations, KBRA has been conservative in assigning 
ratings to MPL securitizations. In 2016 KBRA’s highest rating for a consumer loan MPL securitization was A 
(sf). In 2017, KBRA assigned a AA (sf) rating on the most senior class of Marlette 2017-2 and 2017-3 and a 
AA+ (sf) rating on the most senior class of SoFi’s SCLP 2017-4, SCLP 2017-5 and SCLP 2017-6. 

As shown in Figure 12, KBRA ratings of consumer loan MPL ABS have shown stability and a strong propensity 
for upgrade. Upgrades are more likely on senior classes and slower on junior classes due to longer weighted 
average life and exposure to back-end losses. 12 months after closing KBRA upgraded 24 classes of notes and 
affirmed 9 classes. 

https://www.krollbondratings.com/show_report/7030
https://www.krollbondratings.com/show_report/7806
https://www.krollbondratings.com/show_report/7032
https://www.krollbondratings.com/show_report/7433
https://www.krollbondratings.com/show_report/7950
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For the classes of notes that were originally rated A (sf), 20% were upgraded 4 notches to AA+ (sf), 60% were 
upgraded three notches to AA (sf) and 20% had their ratings affirmed. For the classes that were originally rated 
BBB (sf), 14% were upgraded four notches to A+ (sf), 29% were upgraded three notches to A (sf), 29% were 
upgraded 1 notch to BBB+ (sf) and 14% had their ratings affirmed.

Figure 12: MPL ABS Rating Migration 

Legal and Regulatory Developments
Dodd-Frank’s risk-retention rule went into effect on December 24, 2016. Under this rule, ABS sponsors 
are now required to retain a 5% economic interest in the credit risks of all assets being securitized. Several 
consumer loan MPL securitizations have seen the platform retain the required risk retention while investors 
have retained the risk in others. The improved alignment of interest between the platforms and debt investors 
is viewed positively by KBRA compared to investor led securitizations where the platform operated a true 
marketplace and did not retain risk in the loan performance.

Beginning in 2016 and continuing with more frequency in 2017, MPL securitizations included loans that were 
originated to borrowers in Second Circuit states (i.e. New York, Connecticut and Vermont) with interest rates 
above those respective states’ usury limits. KBRA generally views these loans as having slightly more risk than 
loans originated elsewhere in light of the Madden v. Midland Funding decision. 

Although KBRA does not believe the Madden decision applies to marketplace loans originated by the MPLs’ 
funding banks, the decision does signal the Second Circuit’s willingness to respect certain boundaries regarding 
federal preemption of state usury laws. As a result, KBRA has been cautious about rating securitizations 
containing loans originated to Second Circuit borrowers with interest rates above the respective states’ usury 
caps. The securitizations rated by KBRA that have included loans to borrowers who reside in Second Circuit 
states with interest rates above the states’ respective usury limits have limited these loans to no more than 10% 
of the collateral pool and have required an opinion from issuer’s counsel stating that a court should respect the 
exportation of the usury laws in effect in the governing law of the loan contract no matter where the borrower 
resides. In addition, the marketplace lender has represented in the transaction documents in each KBRA-rated 
securitization that each loan complied with all applicable laws, including laws related to the usury limits, and 
the breach of such a representation is grounds for a required repurchase of the loan from the trust. 

On the regulatory front, several events in 2017 caused uncertainty regarding the future direction of the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB). On July 10, 2017 the CFPB issued its final rule related to 
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contract arbitration clauses that restricts how banks and other consumer loan providers require arbitration to 
resolve disputes. The arbitration clause included in many loan documents requires consumers to settle disputes 
with the lenders through third-party arbitration rather than through individual or class-action lawsuits. In 
July 2017 and October 2017, the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate, respectively, voted to 
repeal the CFPB’s final rule and allow companies to continue to use the arbitration clause in loan agreements. 
In November 2017, CFPB Director Richard Cordray resigned. Prior to his departure, Mr. Cordray assigned 
Leandra English as acting director while President Trump appointed Mick Mulvaney as acting Director. In 
November 2017, a U.S. district court denied a request by Ms. English for a temporary restraining order to block 
Mr. Mulvaney from taking the position. The future leadership and direction of the CFPB remains in doubt as 
the parties continue to litigate the case in the federal courts, although it is likely that consumer lenders will 
operate with a freer hand than was true under the previous presidential administration. 

On the other hand, 2017 also saw certain states and courts become more proactive in protecting in-state 
consumer borrowers from out of state lenders. Colorado in particular has been aggressive about contesting the 
rights of lenders to export usury laws. Colorado is now in litigation with Avant, Marlette, WebBank and Cross 
River Bank over the right of MPLs to federally preempt Colorado’s usury limits. As a result, most MPLs either 
do not originate loans in Colorado with interest rates over the 20% Colorado state limit or, if they do originate 
such loans, exclude them from securitizations. Most MPLs also do not originate in West Virginia or Iowa 
because of those states’ resistance to usury exportation. In addition, some courts have ruled that determining 
whether federal preemption of state usury laws is appropriate requires an evaluation of which parties hold 
the predominant economic interest in consumer loans, thus exposing the funding bank model to increased 
scrutiny. KBRA believes that the securitizations it has rated in the MPL space to date adequately address these 
concerns but we remain watchful of the regulatory and judicial developments regarding exportation of usury 
limits and how crucial respect for that doctrine is to this asset class. 

In Q1 2017, the OCC released its licensing manual for financial technology companies applying for national 
banking charters. The charter requirements highlight the OCC’s focus on companies with experienced 
management, adequate capital, and business plans with a clear and timely path to profitability. In Q2 2017 Sofi 
applied for this special fintech banking charter as part of its plan to offer deposits and credit cards. SoFi Bank 
mentioned in its application that it would operate as an online only bank, with no branches or any deposit 
taking ATMs. SoFi later dropped its application in October 2017 following the September resignation of 
founder and former CEO Mike Cagney, noting it was more important to focus its efforts on the core business. 
In September 2017, the payment processing company Square, Inc. applied for a similar banking license to offer 
small business loans and deposit services. In November 2017, Joseph Otting was named the new Comptroller 
of the Currency and is reportedly evaluating the viability of fintech banking charters. While no fintech charters 
have been approved, there will likely be more developments in 2018.

Evolution of Industry and Key 2017 Events
2017 saw increased competition from newer platforms that are building scale and loan volume as well as from 
banks lending in the prime space. 

•  According to a Goldman Sachs September 2017 presentation, Goldman’s Marcus platform passed $1.0 billion 
in loan originations and is expected to originate $2 billion of loans in 2017, which would make it the 4th 
largest online consumer loan lender behind LendingClub, SoFi and Prosper. Marcus launched in October 
2016 and is the fastest US online consumer loan platform to reach the $1.0 billion origination milestone. The 
Marcus platform targets prime borrowers with FICO scores of 660+ and similar borrower demographics as 
the major MPL platforms except for Avant and LendingClub’s near prime product.

http://www.goldmansachs.com/investor-relations/presentations/2017-barclays-conference-presentation.pdf
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•  PayPal, which started as a payment processor, now makes personal loans and small business loans. In 
November 2017, it announced that Synchrony Bank will acquire PayPal’s $5.8 billion U.S. consumer credit 
receivables portfolio and will fund future loans to online customers.

•  Amazon.com, Inc. launched its merchant lending business in 2011 and has issued $1 billion in loans in the 
past 12 months to merchants selling on its marketplace.

•  In Q1 2017, LendingClub founder Renaud Laplanche, who is now co-Founder and CEO of a new online 
lending company called Upgrade, raised $60 million in Series A capital. The Series A capital was in the form 
of equity and convertible notes and represented the largest Series A equity raise for an online consumer loan 
platform.

•  In June 2017, Upstart completed its first securitization of prime and near-prime unsecured consumer loans. 
The senior bond was rated A- (sf) by KBRA. Upstart closed its second securitization in November 2017.

KBRA expects increased competition from other technology companies, banks and traditional finance 
companies in 2018 and beyond.

While valuations of fintech companies have fallen from their highs in 2015, the sector is still able to secure 
additional equity financings necessary to grow their businesses and scale operations. The following are just 
some of the fintech companies that raised equity in 2017: 

• SoFi (Series F: $500 million, Feb)
• Upgrade (Series A: $60 million; March)
• Zopa (Series E: £32 million, June)
• Dianrong (Series D: $220 million, Aug)
• Affirm (Series E: $200 million, Dec)

• Upstart (Series D, 32.5 million, March)
• Kabbage (Series F: $250 million, Aug)
• Funding Circle (Series F: $100 million, Jan)
• Prosper (Series G: $50 million; Sept.)

Online consumer MPLs sourced additional liquidity and funding sources from well-known institutions in 
2017. In February 2017 Prosper announced it has closed a deal with a consortium of institutional investors to 
purchase up to $5 billion of loans through the Prosper platform over a 24 month period. The investors in the 
consortium are affiliates of New Residential Investment Corp., Jefferies Group LLC and Third Point LLC, and 
an entity of which Soros Fund Management LLC serves as principal investment manager. The consortium funds 
its loan purchases through a $1 billion warehouse facility with a syndicate of lenders including Credit Suisse, 
Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley. The consortium will be issued warrants to purchase 
shares of Prosper’s preferred stock. Prosper typically does not retain any of the loans that are originated through 
the Prosper platform; instead it sells all loans through multiple whole loan channels and a fractional note/retail 
channel. The consortium announcement signified a shift toward greater funding diversification and stability.
Certain fintech companies saw management changes in 2017, most notably the resignation of Mike Cagney as 
CEO of SoFi on September 11, 2017. Mr. Cagney cited recent media focus on litigation and issues involving him 
personally, which became a distraction to SoFi’s core mission as the reason for his resignation. KBRA’s SCLP 
2017-5 new issue report cited certain risks that may impact Sofi related to the time required to complete the 
executive searches, possible diversion of time and effort of management from its business, employee retention 
and negative press. 

Prosper also underwent several management changes. In July 2017, Ron Suber stepped down as President and 
transitioned into a consulting role of Senior Advisor and President Emeritus of PMI and Prosper Funding. Mr. 
Suber was an early proponent of the MPL industry who helped shape the sector and was an integral part of 
Prosper’s relaunch in 2013.

https://www.krollbondratings.com/show_report/6896
https://www.krollbondratings.com/show_report/8064
https://www.krollbondratings.com/show_report/7433
https://www.krollbondratings.com/show_report/7433
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